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Summary

Phase screen method is a high e�cient one way wave
equation method which can be used either in forward
modeling or seismic migration. Ho w ever,the phase
screen method is accurate only for small perturbations
or for small incident angles which prev ent it from ap-
plying to models with large velocity con trasts.In this
study , a generalformulation of the screen method is
deriv ed for wide angle under large velocity con trast.
The deriv ation is on the plane w avedecomposition
which avoid the small perturbation assumption. Using
di�erent appro ximations the general formulation leads
to di�erent approaches. Our results can be used to de-
sign di�erent dual domain algorithms. It can also lead
to h ybrid methods which combine the screen method
and spatial domain �nite-di�erence method together
to solv e the one way wave equation.

In troduction

The phase screen method is based on the one way wave
equation method. It can be used as a high e�ciency
propagator for forw ardpropagation (Wu, 1994; Xie
and Wu, 1995, 1996) or seismic migration (Wu and
Xie 1994; Huang and Wu, 1996; Wu and Jin, 1997).
The derivation of phase screen method usually requires
that the velocity perturbation is small or the incident
angle is small. Ho w ever, the real models used in explo-
ration practices may con tain v ery large v elocity con-
trasts. For example, in the Gulf of Mexico, the salt
dunes ha ve velocities whic hare twice or even three
times larger than the surrounding media. Under these
situations, the phase screen method can give correct
phase only within a small angle, whic h can not gen-
erate satisfactory results for migrations. T o improve
the accuracy of phase screen method under wide angle,
Wu, Huang and Xie (1995), Wu and de Hoop (1996)
proposed a wide angle version for the screen method
whic h sometimes called pseudo-screen method.Com-
pared with the phase screen method, which tak es only
zeroth order term in the expansion, pseudo-screen
method can giv e better phase for wide angle w aves.
Ho w ever, as mentioned above, these methods are de-
rived from a small perturbation basis, the wide angle
error caused by the large velocity con trast still exist.
In this paper, w ewill giv e a generalized formula for
the screen method. whic h can be applied to wide an-
gle under large velocity con trast. F rom this general
formulation, di�erent approachs can be obtained. For

simplicity, we will discuss 2D case only, but extend the
results to 3D is straightforw ard.

Brief description of the method

Under large velocity con trast, the perturbation theory
is no longer valid. We will start from the 2D scalar
w ave equation�
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where p(x; z) is the w ave�eld, n(x; z) = c0=c(x; z)
is the refraction index, c0 is a reference v elocity and
c(x; z) is the v elocity of the media,k0 = !=c0 is a ref-
erence wavenumber. Factoring equation (1) will gen-
erate tw o one way wave equations. One is for forward
propagation and the other is for bac kw ardpropaga-
tion. The equation governing the forward propagated
w aves is
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For a media with small velocity perturbations or un-
der small angle appro ximations,the second term in
the square root is small, the square root can be ex-
panded using Taylor series. Ho w ever, under the large
perturbation and wide angle the Taylor expansion of
the square root function is no longer valid. An alter-
nativ e is to use P ad �eappro ximation(Collins 1990).
F rom equation (2) and using �rst order Pad �e appro x-
imation, we have
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where a and b are expansion coe�cients. For �rst or-
der expansion a = 0:5 and b = 0:25. Considering the
w ave �eld can be expressed as a superposition of plane
w aves

p(x; z) =

Z
dk0x (z; k0x)e

ik0xx (4)

where  (z; k0x)e
ik0xx is a plane w ave component,

 (z; k0x) is its amplitude and k0x is the transv erse
w avenumber. Applying the Fourier transform to x in
equation (3), we have the equation for  (z; k0x)
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where � = �(1=n2�)(k20x=k
2
0) and � = �k20x=k

2
0 . Note

equation (5) is already in the w avenumber domain.
(n�), (1=n2�) and (�c=c�) are Fourier transforms of
n, 1=n2 and �c=c, and "�" denotes the convolution in
w avenumber domain. On the right hand side of equa-
tion (5), there are four terms. The �rst term giv es
the phase change caused by the background velocity,
whic h equivalen t to the phase shift solution where no
velocity perturbation is considered. The second term,
combined with the �rst term, gives the phase screen
solution, which correctly gives the phase shift for zero
angle incidence but cause errors for wide angle inci-
dence, especially for large perturbations. The follow-
ing are t w o �rst order Pad �e expansions. The �rst one
results from the square root function itself, and the
second comes from the expansion of k0z. These terms
modify the phase screen solution
T o make the calculation easier, the last t w o terms

can be combined and give
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where w e ha ve omitted the fourth order terms of
k0x=k0. Equation (6) is easier to calculate but still
has good accuracy.
T o obtain formulas for screen method, considering

the w ave propagate through a thin slab perpendicular
to the z direction and has velocity c(x; z) betw eenz0
and z1. The slab is buried in a homogeneous media
with a reference velocity c0. If the slab is thin enough,
the change of n(x; z) along z direction can be omit-
ted within �z = z1 � z0, and equation (5) or (6) can
be intergrated with z. F or a simple discussion, keep-
ing only the leading term in the rational expansion in
equation (6), w e can derive a formula similar to the
pseudo screen method. Under this approximation, the
w ave�eld is
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where A = (1=2)[(1=n�) � 1]. On the right hand side,
there are three terms. The �rst tw o terms gives the
phase screen solution. The last term modi�es the
phase screen solution for wide angle incidence and
large perturbations. Formulas k eeping more terms are
also possible.
In Figures 1 and 2 we compared the accuracies of

di�erent appro ximations.Sho wn in this �gure are cal-
culated phases versus accurate phase for a plane wave
penetrating a slab with constant velocity c. T o sho w
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Figure 1: Comparison of phase errors for di�erent
appro ximations.The velocity con trastc=c0 = 2:0.
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Figure 2: Comparison of phase errors for di�erent
appro ximations.The velocity con trastc=c0 = 4:0.
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accuracies under large velocity perturbations, a veloc-
ity con trastc=c0 = 2:0 (i.e., 100% velocity perturba-
tion) is c hosen in Figure 1. The vertical coordinate is
the relativ e phase error, and the horizontal coordinate
is the inciden tangle. Di�erent curv es are for phase
screen method, pseudo screen method, and various ap-
pro ximations of this study. Given a threshold error of
1%, the phase screen method gives correct phase only
up to 10 degrees, the pseudo screen method gives cor-
rect phase to about 15 degrees. The equation (7), al-
though keeping only one term, gives correct phase up
to 30 degrees. Equation (6) gives accurate phase to 40
degrees. The Pad �e appro ximation, equation(5), gives
even higher accuracy but is less e�cient. In Figure 2,
the v elocity con trast isc=c0 = 4:0. The phase screen
method gives correct phase only within 5 to 7 degrees,
while the equations (6) and (7) can give correct phase
up to 30 to 40 degrees.

Numerical implementations

Equations (5) or (6) can be seen as a general form of
the screen method. F rom this equation, several ap-
proac hes can be deriv ed. It can be implemented in
either the w avenumber domain or in space domain.
Note that k0z is a function of k0x. The operation be-
tw eenk0z and  (z0; k0x) is wavenumber domain mul-
tiplication. The operations of (�c=c�), (1=n�), etc.,
to  (z0; k0x) are w avenumber domain con volutions.
Generally speaking, it will be more e�cient if w e
replace the w avenumber domain con volutionwith a
space domain multiplication. The dual-domain tech-
nique, which permits both operations be taken in their
favorite domains and shuttle the wave�eld betw een the
domains with fast Fourier transforms, is the most e�-
cient way to calculate the propagation. A dual-domain
formula for equation (7) can be written as
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where F and F�1 denote Fourier and inverse F ourier
transforms. For media without large perturbations,
modi�cation can be omitted, and the equation de-
generate to the usual phase screen solution. If the
higher order perturbations can be neglected, the equa-
tion degenerate into the pseudo screen method (Wu
and Huang 1995; Wu and de Hoop 1996). For models
where large perturbations are very localized, a spatial
domain version may be more e�cient.
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Figure 3: Comparison of w ave�eldgenerated using
di�erent methods. The velocity con trastc=c0 = 2:0.
F rom top to bottom, the snap shots are from phase
screen method, pseudo screen method (using T aylor
expansion) and equation (8) in this paper. As a refer-
ence, the bottom one gives the correct phase.
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In space domain, the modi�cation terms can be ap-
plied only to regions where the perturbations are large
and which is more exible than in the wavenumber do-
main.

Note  PS = F
�1ei�zk0zFe�i�zk0(

�c

c
) (x; z0) is the

phase screen solution. The above equations separated
the phase screen solution from the residuals. The
rest part of the solution can be seen as residual �eld
for wide angle and large perturbations. These equa-
tions can also be solved with a hybrid method by �rst
calculate phase screen solution and then using �nite-
di�erence method to solve the residual �elds. Similar
treatment can also be applied to equations (5) and (6).
Since the residual �eld is relatively w eak and easier to
deal with, and the phase screen method is relativ ely
e�cient, the hybrid method is a good candidate for
high e�ciency high accuracy wave propagation.

Numerical examples

T otest the phase accuracies of di�erent approaches,
Numerical examples are calculated using both phase
screen method, pseudo screen method and the wide an-
gle method of this paper. Sho wn in Figure 3 are snap
shots of the w ave�elds. A Greene's source (Greene,
1984) is used in the calculation. This is a wide an-
gle source for one way wave equation method and can
cover the angle up to about 45 degrees. The model is
a homogeneous layer with c = 2c0 and c0 = 1:5 km/s,
whic hequiv alen tto a homogeneous layer with a ve-
locity of 3 km/sec. As a reference, the bottom panel
giv es a correct wave �eld which is calculated directly
using the real velocity. The arc indicate the theoreti-
cal w ave fron t.The �rst snap shot (the top panel) is
from phase screen method. The phase screen method
giv es correct phase in the zero angle direction but has
very large errors for wide angles. The second snap
shot is from pseudo screen method with a �rst order
T aylor approximation. The wide angle phase response
is better than the phase screen method but still gives
large errors. The third snap shot is obtained using
equation (8) or (9). Although we kept only the lead-
ing term in these equations, the phase accuracy has
been considerablely improved.

Conclusions

A general form of the screen method is given in this
study . The deriv ation is based on the plane w ave
decomposition and avoid the small perturbation as-
sumption. The results can be applied to wide an-
gle w avepropagation and migration under large ve-
locity perturbations. F rom this general formula, dif-
feren t approachs including the phase screen method
and pseudo screen method can be deriv ed usingdif-
feren t appro ximations. F rom this equation, w e can

also deriv e formulas leading to di�erent dual domain
implementations. It can also generate hybrid methods
whic h combined the screen method and spatial domain
�nite-di�erence method together to solve the one way
w ave equation.
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